Selected topics of exotics in leptonic machines are presented, including recent discovery of abnormal structures around the pp threshold and new information of the XYZ (charmonium-like) states.
Introduction
After Higgs, the last missing block of the standard model (SM), has been discovered experimentally, more physicists transfer their interest to new physics beyond the SM. However, even within the SM model, there are still some predictions have not been confirmed or validated. The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) predicts that there are more hadronic states than the usual mesons (qq states) and baryons (states). There should be bound gluons (glueball), qq-pair with an excited gluon (hybrids), multi-quark color singlet states such as:(tetra-quark and molecular),(penta-quark),(six-quark and baryonium) and et al.. However, none of these exotic states have really been established or ruled out experimentally.
Leptonic machines, so called charm-factories or B-factories, due to their relative high luminosities and clean backgrounds, provide idea places to study these exotic states. In this proceeding I will present some new the discoveries and measurements attributed to BESIII, CLEOc, Belle and BarBar. The main body will be divided into two parts, one is for the light-hadronic spectrum and the other one is for heavier charmonium-likes states. The first part contains the recently found structures near pp threshold such as X(pp), X(1835), X(1840), X(1870), X(1810). The second part contains the very recent progresses on the XYZ (charmonium-like) states, such as new production mode, discoveries of new resonance, updating previous measurements with larger statistics, et al.. I must apologize I cannot include all the interesting topics in this field.
Structures near the pp threshold
An anomalous enhancement near the pp mass-threshold was first observed by the BESII experiment in the J/ψ radiative decay process J/ψ → γpp [1] and was confirmed by the BESIII [2] and CLEO-c [3] experiments. Recently, a partial wave analysis (PWA) in the radiative decay J/ψ → γpp is applied [4] , the J P C quantum numbers of the pp mass-threshold enhancement is determined to be 0 −+ , with peak mass M = 1832
2 below the threshold and total width Γ = 13 ± 39(stat) Fig. 1(a) shows a comparison between data and PWA fit projection on the pp invariant mass; here, the black dots with error bars are data, the solid histograms show the PWA total projection, and the dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, and dash-dot-dotted lines show the contributions of the X(pp), 0 ++ phase space, f 0 (2100) and f 2 (1910), respectively.
However, such near pp mass-threshold structure has not been observed in pp cross section measurements, in B-meson decays [5, 6] , in radiative ψ(3686) or Υ decays to 
pp [7, 8] , or in J/ψ → ωpp decays [9, 10] . These non-observations exclude the attribution of the mass-threshold enhancement to a pure final state interaction (FSR) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Inspired by the anomalous pp invariant mass threshold enhancement, J/ψ → γπ + π − η ′ is searched and a π + π − η ′ resonance, the X(1835), was observed by the BE-SII experiment [17] . Recently, with a larger J/ψ sample, (225.2±2.8)×10
6 events registered in the BESIII detector, J/ψ → γπ + π − η ′ is studied using two η ′ decay modes:
. The X(1835) is confirmed with a statistical significance larger than 20 standard deviations, as well as two new structures, the X(2120) and X(2370), are observed in the π + π − η ′ invariant-mass spectrum with statistical significances larger than 7.2σ and 6.4σ, respectively. Fig. 1(b) shows the mass spectrum fitted with four resonances; here, the dash-dotted line is contributions of non-η ′ events and the π 0 π + π − η ′ background for two η ′ decay modes, and the dashed line is contributions of the total background and non-resonant π + π − η ′ process. The masses and widths of X(1835) are measured to be M = 1836.5 ± 3.0(stat)
, and the angular distribution of the radiative photon is consistent with a pseudo-scalar assignment. Another attempt to search X(1835) via γγ → π + π − η ′ is implemented by Belle [19] , in which the interference between X(1835) and η(1760) has been considered, but no strong evidence was found. Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show the constructive and destructive interference respectively. Inspired by a C-even glueball can be studied in the process e + e − → γ * → HG [20] , where H denotes a cc quark pair or a charmonium state and G is a glueball, X(1835) is also searched via e + e − → J/ψ + x(1835) at √ s ≈ 10.6GeV [21] . Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show no significant evidence is found to support the hypothesis of the X(1835) as a glueball produced in association with a J/ψ. An anomalous near-threshold enhancement in the ωφ invariant-mass spectrum in the process J/ψ → γωφ was reported by the BESII experiment [22] , that was assumed to an existence of a resonance, i.e.the X(1810). With the new J/ψ event sample accumulated with the BESIII detector, the process is re-studied recently [23] , and a partial wave analysis with a tensor co-variant amplitude is performed. The projection on the invariant mass of ωφ is shown in Fig. 1(g) . The spin-parity of the X(1810) is determined to be 0 ++ . Its mass and width are measured to be M = 1795 ± 7(stat) Fig. 1(h) shows the results of the fit to the M(ηπ + π − ) mass distribution for the events with either the ηπ + or ηπ − in the a 0 (980) mass window. The dotted curve shows the contribution of non-ω and/or non-a 0 (980) background, the dashed line also includes the contribution from J/ψ → b 1 (1235)a 0 (980), and the dot-dashed curve indicates the total background with the non-resonant J/ψ → ωa
f. is 1.27 for this fit.
BESIII also analyzed the decay J/ψ → γ3(π + π − ) with the same J/ψ sample [25] . Fig. 1(i) shows the fit of the mass spectrum of 3(π + π − ). The dots with error bars are data; the solid line is the fit result. The dashed line represents all the backgrounds, including the background events from J/ψ → π 0 3(π + π − ) (represented by the dashed-dotted line, fixed in the fit) and a third-order polynomial representing other backgrounds. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the masses and widths of all the structures near threshold of ppmentioned before. Four of the five are from J/ψ radiative decays. Although it's well known that J/ψ's radiative decays favor glue-balls, we are reasonably sure that X(1835) would not be a glueball since it has not been observed in a production associated with a J/ψ. We also know that X(pp) is not found in ψ ′ radiative decay and J/ψ → ωpp, then it does not likely from a pure FSI. A number of theoretical speculations have been proposed to interpret the nature of the structure near the pp threshold structure [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [26] [27] [28] . Among them, the most intriguing suggestion is that it is due to a pp bound state, also called baryonium [26] [27] [28] , a predicted state with a long history and been searched by many experiments [29] . However, all the information we obtained till now is too limited to draw a final conclusion. We even don't know whether all, or part of, the enhancements near the pp threshold are related to a same source still. Further studies are surely needed; among these, spinparity determination, precise measurements of masses, widths, and branching ratios are especially important.
XYZ particles
X(3872) was first observed in the process B → K(π + π − J/ψ) by Belle [30] , its mass is close to the D 0 D * 0 threshold and width is very narrow. CDF [31] and LHCb [32] determined its J P C is 1 ++ . The partial width measurement shows that it takes a 50% chance to decay via open-charm channel and at the O(%) via charmonium. There are many proposed interpretation for its nature since its discovery, such as χ c1 (2P ), D 0 D * 0 module, hybrid of meson and glue-ball, and tetra-quark states, et al.. However none of them is totally satisfactory and the nature of X(3872) is still a mystery. X(3872) has only been found in the pp collision and B decays, until recently BESIII reported a new production mode of e + e − → γ(π + π − J/ψ) [33] , with data samples collected with the BESIII detector at center-of-mass energies from 4.009 There are also other attempts to study the Y states via π + π − h c [44, 45] and ωχ cJ final states. Fig. 5(a) shows an individual work based on the combined BESIII and CLEO-c data [46] , where a narrow Y (4220) and a wide Y (4290) states are used to describe the structures. Fig. 5(b) shows a cross section distribution of ωχ c0 as a preliminary result of BESIII, and no signal of ωχ c1 and ωχ c2 are found disfavors Y (4260) is a ωχ c1 module. A charged Z state named Z c (3900) is observed by BESIII [47] and Belle [42] via π ± J/ψ, and confirmed with CLEO-c's data [48] . The measured mass, width, number of events and significance of the three experiments are shown in Table. 1, the shapes of the M max (π ± J/ψ) are shown in Fig. 6 . Analysis shows Z c (3900) is strongly coupled to cc as well as has electric charge, that indicates it at least a 4−quarks state. Many interpretations are proposed, such as DD * module, tetra-quark state, Cusp, and threshold effect, et al., but none of them is a satisfied explanation yet.
Exp.
M((MeV ) Γ(MeV) Num. of Evt. significance BESIII 3899.0 ± 3.6 ± 4.9 46 ± 10 ± 20 307 ± 48 > 8σ Belle 3894.5 ± 6.6 ± 4.5 63 ± 24 ± 26 159 ± 49 > 5.2σ CLEO-c data 3885 ± 5 ± 1 34 ± 12 ± 4 81 ± 20 6.1σ Table 1 : Mass, width, number of events and significance of the Z c (3900) from three experiments.
Other Z c production modes or partners are searched at BESIII with π [45] , and π 0 π 0 h c . The so called Z c (3885), Z c (4025), charged Z c (4020) and neutral Z c (4020) are found; their mass and width are listed in Table 2 states
24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 Z ± c (4020) 4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7 7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6 Z 0 c (4020) 4023.6 ± 2.2 ± 3.9 fixed to Γ(Z ± c (4020)) Table 2 : Mass and width of other Z c states.
In order to search Z cs , Belle updated its previous K + K − J/ψ measurement to a Dalitz Plot analysis [53] , no evident structure is found in K ± J/ψ mass distribution under current statistics.
Belle has observed Z b (10610) and Z b (10650) in π + π − Υ(nS) [54, 55] , 
summary
Leptonic machines produce exotics. These particles are unexpected, weird and strange, while also tantalizing, charming and interesting, and only very limited topics of these exotics is covered in this proceeding. Some abnormal structures near pp threshold are observed with similar masses, the significances of these signals are large. However, there are many questions need answer. Are they from a same source? Are they baryonia, glueball or hybrid? For some cases, PWA is needed to determine the spin and parity. Search via more decay modes will help to reveal the veil. Lots of and very fast progresses in XYZ studies with e + e − experiments in recent years, only some new measurements are reviewed in this proceeding. It includes: a new production mode of X(3872); some new information on the Y states from Babar, Belle and BESIII. Till now, most of the Y states are charmonium related, more decays modes of them worthy checking. There are also contradictive conclusions from different experiment collaborations due to limited statistics. Z c (3900), the first confirmed at least fourquarks state, and its partners has been presented also. Their nature are still unknown. A systematic study of its quantum number, decay modes, excited states, comparison with their beauty-counterparts is crucial to achieve a satisfactory explanation. With more upcoming data of the leptonic machines, an exciting future is expected. 
